
Covid-Compliant
We have developed a

range of flexible options

to enable quality delivery

for every scenario, for as

many young people as

possible. 

£2,600
 NOW £2,100 per day 

£2,000 for bookings 10 days+ 

Normal circumstances: face to face assemblies:  3 x 90 minutes | enhanced presence

| access to online portal with resources

Covid impacted: face to face class-sized groups: 3 x 90 minutes | other young people

can access BRAVE Film, interactive resources and activities, and resources on online

portal

Covid impacted: online delivery only: direct to classes in school PLUS other young

people can access BRAVE Film, interactive resources and activities, and resources

on online portal

90 minutes of face-to-face,  live-streamed or interactive online training to

engage young people on gang exploitation and safeguarding against violent

extremism, deepening understanding and building resilience in practical, 

real-world way.

Rooted in lived experience - bringing the value of first hand, lived experiences of

victims and perpetrators - to practitioner insight and international research.

Tailored to need:  KS2 |KS3 | KS4 | KS5 | SEND | SEMH | PRUs | Community 

Contact 

London area | Clio Carpenter |
Clio.Carpenter@StGilesTrust.org.uk

National | Zubeda Limbada |

zubeda@connectfutures.org

 AUTHENTIC & CREDIBLE FILMS 

 CASE STUDIES 

 LIVE TESTIMONY
INTERACTIVE ONLINE 

RESOURCES 

For
Young
People

With

2021 - 2022



Combines impact of violent extremism and gang exploitation and grooming techniques used by

exploitative groups 

Dispels myths and glamorisation relating to gang violence and violent extremism

Looks at how perpetrators recruit young people, including online & through gaming, and what

they can do to stay safe

Interactive: Includes impactful slides, videos, social media and group discussions and interactive

online resources with our new BRAVE film 

Helps children and young people have greater awareness of the realities and issues surrounding

gang involvement, drugs, violence, extremism and radicalisation, and learn about strategies to

help avoid the risk of becoming involved in these activities

Supports schools, colleges and community settings to be able to tackle issues that they may feel

less equipped to deal with, without the adverse publicity of being seen as ‘having this problem’

Can we have the slides to use afterwards?
We do better than that - we provide access to our online portal with resources for professionals to embed

learning!

What is 'enhanced presence'?
Our facilitators - two per session - are skilled and credible, many with lived experience of the issues

under discussion. Enhanced presence enables us to add further value to the sessions, with facilitators

available to talk to young people between session, including 1-2-1s or dialogue with more privacy. 

Can I book for different settings or a combination of f2f, livestreaming and online training?
Yes - talk to our co-ordinators about flexible booking and combining approaches to suit your needs.
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BRAVE has been funded by the Home Office for 4 consecutive years, each year growing in delivery capacity.

In 2016/17, BRAVE was evaluated by the HO and externally; both evaluations found that BRAVE is

“extremely well run, delivers work that is highly relevant to Prevent and performs to a high, efficient and

effective standard” (Coventry University 2017). We have delivered  BRAVE to over 90,000 young people and

professionals in 20 Local Authorities in England and Wales, with excellent feedback.

 We are featured in peer-reviewed articles as a best practice example of dialogic evidence-based practice & 

 grassroots-orientated preventative work  (Aiello et al 2018; Puigvert et al 2020). 

“Amazing! brought tears to my

eyes a little bit, it reminded me

of my brother C because he has

also turned his life around like

J has.” 

Student, Cardiff, November

2019


